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Schedule
8:30 a.m.	 Registration


9:00 a.m.	 Be Temperate


10:00 a.m.	 Be a Team Player


11:00 a.m.	 Be Tenderhearted


12:00 p.m.	 Lunch


12:30 p.m.	 Be Transparent


1:30 p.m.	 Be Transformative


2:30 p.m.	 Wrap Up and Takeaways


3:00 p.m.	 Dismissal
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Effective Elders Are Temperate
The end of all things is at hand; therefore be self-controlled and sober-minded for the 
sake of your prayers. – 1 Peter 4.7


1. EE’s Are S __________ (Motive)

1.  

2.  

3.  


2. EE’s Are S__________ (Character)

1. 1 Timothy 3.1-7 is a list of qualities needed for __________ . 

2. The __________  __________ in this list is self control . 

3. Your life becomes more __________ , __________ , and __________ .

4. You __________ others and __________ yourself. 


2. EE’s Are S __________ (Role) 
1.  

2.  

3.  


4.  

5.  

6.

3. EE’s Are S __________ (Attitude)

1. The most impressive thing about great leaders is how little they try to 

__________ you.

2. Humility is not to be equated with __________ .

3. Be respectful and flexible but do not surrender your __________ or __________ .

4. The time to impose authority is when someone poses a threat to the _________ .

5. Model a willingness to receive __________ . Do not resent or resist it. 

6. When you are easy to talk to, people __________ to you. 

7. Unity and progress have more to do with your __________ than your strategy. 

8. A __________ man is hard to move no matter how good a reason you give him. 

9. A __________ man is unnecessarily offensive and divisive. 

10. The goal is to be truthful but __________ and confident yet __________ . 

11. EE’s __________ more than demand and __________ more than coerce. 
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4. Healthy churches are a result of __________ leaders. 

1.  

2.  

3.  


5. Unhealthy churches are a result of __________ leaders.

1.  

2.  

3.  


6. Biblical leaders are faithful and __________ . 

1. Sound doctrine is a __________ to God-honoring ends. 

2. The ultimate end is __________ life in heaven.

3. The immediate end is __________ life on earth. 


7. The word “abundant” __________ all the positive benefits of living by God’s Word. 

1. It models the benefits of __________ . 

2. It increases your __________ . 

3. It abounds in __________ to God. 


8. Abundant life is marked by incomprehensible __________ and imperturbable 
__________ in the midst of inevitable __________ . 

1. Don’t settle for anything less than helping people live their __________ lives. 

2. Too many pursue an inferior kind of __________ that misses the mark.

3. The result is doctrine without human __________ at its core and the pretense of 

soundness without __________ or __________ . 

9. The uncrossable chasm of Luke 16.16 is one we forge first on __________ . 


1. The deep divide is fixed by the finality of our own __________ . 

2. The chasm may be the emptiness of __________ or hollow __________ . 

3. Faithful churches __________ us, __________ us, and __________ us.


10. There is a difference between __________ approach to religion and the Pharisees’. 

1. One is __________ and the other is __________ (2 Timothy 3.5). 

2. There is a big difference between __________ and __________ someone.  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Effective Elders Are Team Players
Iron sharpens iron, and one man sharpens another. – Proverbs 27.17


1. God likes to work through __________ . 

1. He used a man and woman to lead the __________ . 

2. He used 12 tribes to settle __________.

3. He used 12 apostles to build the __________ . 

4. He uses a team of elders to govern the __________ .  


2. Every faithful church is __________ in certain ways.

1. The have the same __________ , mission, and message. 

2. The are also committed to work in __________ .

3. Biblical leaders strive to work harmoniously like members of the __________ . 


3. Churches are like __________ , not bureaucracies. (Romans 12.3-8)

1. Members of Christ’s body are __________ connected. (1 Corinthians 12.12-31)

2. The term church “member” hints at a __________ link. 

3. This emphasizes the __________ and __________ working of distinct parts. 

4. Limbs and organs have __________ yet mutually beneficial functions.

5. __________ exists for itself. __________ contribute to the welfare of the whole.

6. Leaders have different but __________ gifts. 

7. Spiritual __________ are deeper and stronger than physical ones.


4. When elders do not work as teams, there must be a __________.

1. __________ can cause you to doubt God’s plan of working as a team.

2. __________ can make you feel threatened and unwilling to fully engage.

3. __________ can lead to overestimating your own importance and brilliance.

4. The problem must be __________ to please God and reach your potential.


5. Biblical leadership requires a __________ of men. (Acts 14.23)

1. Working __________ a team is different from working __________ a team.

2. One requires bodily presence. The other your __________ and __________ . 


6. EE create a __________ culture for spiritual growth. 

1. This allows the church to succeed in its __________ mission.
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2. This helps Christians to accomplish their __________ goals. 

3. EE’s __________ , __________ , __________ , and __________ . 


7. EE’s bring __________ to completion in the __________ of God. (2 Cor 7.1)

1. To do this you must live a __________ life as well as a __________ life. 

2. The secrete to consummate holiness is __________ . 


8. __________ of working in teams include the following. (Answers begins with B)

1. Accountability - Avoid __________ (Proverbs 11.14)

2. Balance - Avoid __________ (Hebrews 3.13)

3. Camaraderie - Avoid __________ (1 Peter 1.22)

4. Assistance - Avoid __________ (Ecclesiastes 4.9-12)

5. Encouragement - Avoid __________ (1 Thessalonians 5.11)


9. The fruit of the Spirit evidences 3 essential qualities of church leaders: __________ 
maturity, __________ stability, and __________ integrity.

1. Men with these qualities forge a __________ conducive to teamwork. 

2. They model __________ maturity and __________ health to the church.

3. Trust removes the __________ forces than impede growth.

4. Members feel relaxed: __________ and __________ . 

5. Assemblies __________ and __________ you to grow in grace and knowledge.


10. Self-righteous condescension is not leadership. It is __________ . 

1. Humble leaders provide __________ accountability.

2. They are patient and caring __________ . 


11. A __________ of men can hold religious services.

1. It takes a __________ to do what God intended. 

2. Team unity multiplies your __________ and increases your __________ . 

3. Big __________ , private __________ , and __________ coalitions hurt unity. 

4. The church needs men who work __________ rather than at cross purposes.

5. __________ pay the price for the antics of dysfunctional leaders.

6. To be an __________ elder you must be a __________ player.
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Effective Elders Are Tenderhearted
Be kind to one another, tenderhearted, forgiving one another, as God in Christ forgave 
you. – Ephesians 4.32


1. In 1 Peter 5.1-4, Peter warns elders not to engage in __________ .

2. Elders are __________ rather than lords. 


1. Leading is about __________ will. Lording is about my will. 

2. Leading is about __________ . Lording is about controlling.

3. Leading __________ . Lording imposes.

4. Leading is about __________ . Lording is about me. 


3. Lording is exercising authority in a haughty or __________ way.

1. It is __________ and paternalistic. 

2. It treats adults like __________ .

3. It makes capable people feel __________ and inadequate. 

4. It fosters __________ and dependency.


4. If someone accuses you of lording, listen but do not be __________ concerned.

1. Sometimes the label is used to __________ leaders.

2. What do they __________ that they cannot get without name calling?

3. If __________ people call you bossy, it is time for soul searching.

4. __________ are worth noticing. 


5. The difficulty with lording is it is hard to __________ -diagnose. 

1. Lack of self-awareness is the __________ of the problem. 

2. We judge others by their __________ .

3. We judge ourselves by our __________ .


6. Lording is well-intended __________-mindedness.

1. You cannot see clearly with a __________ in your eye.

2. Blind spots come from __________ and excessive self-interest. 

3. Being overly confident __________ effectiveness. 


7. Overconfidence __________ and alienates you. 

1. Pride makes you less __________ and less __________ .
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2. It makes you more than a little __________ . 

3. Humility and __________ assertiveness are critical to leading well.


8. Jesus also issued a clear and powerful __________ against lording. 

1. Biblical leaders __________ rather than boss (Matthew 23.11-12)

2. Lording uses __________ influence to ensure __________ outcomes.

3. Lording is selfishness vs. __________ ; controlling vs. __________ ; commanding 

vs. __________ ; telling vs. __________ ; having my way vs. finding the 
__________ way; manipulating vs. __________ ; closed-mindedness vs. 
__________-mindedness; 


4. Admitting you may overstep is not disarming when no __________ follows.

9. Suggestions for exercising __________ influence to create a better future. 


1. Think __________ and inclusively. 

2. Model how to process __________ in a healthy Christian way. 

3. Invite __________ on your ideas and welcome other’s ideas.

4. __________ back other’s positions to prove you understand. 

5. Eagerly listen and learn (you are not an __________ in every field).

6. Consult impartial __________-party experts when reaching an impasse. 

7. Realize everything is __________ except Jesus’ vision and values. 


10. Lording is a shady, exploitive way of __________  the decision making process.

1. __________ you may be lording positions you to address and overcome it. 

2. Humility and __________  are the missing links of those who lord.

3. Self-assessment and self-improvement make you __________ and gentler. 

4. Effective elders are __________. 


11. Eight Signs of Ethical Leadership: empathy, curiosity, __________ , courtesy, 
equanimity, collegiality, transparency, humility.


12. Six Clues You May Be Lording : __________ , secrecy, insensitivity, irritability, 
intensity, and frequency.


13. Six  __________ of leaders:

1. Three are prone to c leadership (aggressive, angry, anxious).

2. Two are prone to __________ leadership (affable, apathetic).

3. One is most prone to __________ leadership (aligned). 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Effective Elders Are Transparent
For everyone who does wicked things hates the light and does not come to the light, 
lest his works should be exposed. But whoever does what is true comes to the light, so 
that it may be clearly seen that his works have been carried out in God. – John 3.20-21


1. EE’s have healthy __________ about interpersonal communication. 

1. How do you feel about sharing information with __________?

2. How do you share information with __________ to make decisions?

3. There is a link between secrecy and __________ . 

4. This leadership style is more about __________ than people and progress.


2. __________ , the enemy of transparency, causes a closed, pessimistic mindset.

1. A fearful attitude leads to isolation and __________ . 

2. When you fear others, you __________  yourself emotionally.

3. Fear cuts you off from people and __________ .

4. You become less __________ and less constructive.


3. The one talent man illustrates the __________ of this attitude (Mat 25.14-30).

1. He was content to guard rather than __________ what was entrusted to him.


1. He considered himself __________ and virtuous. His master disagreed.

2. One judged himself by his intentions. The other by __________ . 

3. Excuses are mental __________ that holds up our delusions.

4. Good intentions uphold the status quo and __________ self-esteem.


2. He was so risk averse, he __________ the money rather than investing it.

1. There was __________ chance of return based on this plan.

2. He was more concerned with himself than his __________ .

3. When called to account, he offered insults rather than __________ . 


4. Church leaders are entrusted with something more __________ than money.

1. An elder’s trust is the __________ of God’s people (individually and collectively).


1. Fearful leaders cannot create and sustain __________ change (John 10.10).

2. They leave people __________ off for coming under their influence. 


2. Timid leaders have trouble __________ to new ideas and changing conditions.
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1. They are __________ , reactionary, and retaliatory.

2. __________ thinking interferes with the discharge of their duties.

3. How different from the __________ of David, Deborah, and Daniel.

4. Successful leadership has more to do with your __________ than ability. 

5. EE’s help people develop life __________ and loving __________.

6. Fostering __________ is not what God intended.


3. The job of leaders is to __________ , yet that is the last thing many do. 

1. Fear keeps anxious leaders from attempting anything truly __________ . 


1. They fear losing __________ and looking __________ .

2. Their __________ become the driving force behind decisions. 

3. They take it personal when their ideas are __________ .

4. Fearing intimacy, they are __________ rather than open.


2. Fear keeps you from __________ and __________ what God expects.

1. It is a __________ to growth and progress. 

2. It creates a tense climate of confusion and __________ .


4. What was Jesus’ __________ of one talent leaders?

1. They are wicked, __________, and worthless.

2. They will experience sadness, __________, and loneliness.

3. Leading by fear places a __________ on the future.

4. God demands __________, not excuses.


5. EE’s promote growth and progress in an __________ of love and forgiveness.

1. The Acts 6 problem solving process is a __________ for churches.

2. Health sparks __________ but illness (suspicion, judgment) causes decline.

3. People flee churches with overbearing leaders and oppressive __________ .

4. When everything is a doctrinal test, a personality __________ is at work.

5. Members in “watch-out” mode are more __________ than creative.

6. A fearful, perfectionist culture bears little __________ to Matthew 11.28.


6. Limiting the flow of information causes misunderstanding and __________ . 

1. It misses a __________ opportunity to frame facts and win friends.

2. If you want trust, be __________ . If you want buy-in, listen. 

3. EE’s are open, curious, and __________ (not guarded and imperious).
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Effective Elders Are Transformative
And we all, with unveiled face, beholding the glory of the Lord, are being transformed 
into the same image from one degree of glory to another. (2 Corinthians 3.18)


1. Leadership can be transactional or __________ . 

2. The former focuses on __________ . The latter focuses on __________ . 

3. The first is getting __________ done. The second is growing __________ . 

4. The __________ business of the church is __________ people.

5. Church leadership is about more than money, meetings, and __________ . 

6. Administration is needed but the __________ is growing people. 

7. EE’s are driven by a __________ of what people’s lives can be.

8. Build a healthy __________ of growth, not a cult of personality. 

9. One __________ you and lifts your spirit. 

10. The other is a negative force that leaves you feeling __________ . 

11. The difference between renewal and __________ is palpable. 

12. Religion should __________ rather than burden. 

13. Christianity was designed to __________ and animate your soul. 

14. Unhealthy churches __________ the spirit. 

15. What __________ do your assemblies give off?

16. Do members seem tense and __________ or cheery and at __________ . 

17. Do leaders seem reserved and __________ or relaxed and __________ . 

18. Don’t be more concerned with __________ than your members’ health. 

19. Don’t put the __________ healthy behind the steering wheel. 

20. EE’s edify and __________ more than coerce and control. 

21. Healthy leaders unleash people’s __________ . 

22. __________ “helping” relationships can occur in churches.

23. Your culture will be whatever you __________ and __________ . 

24. Create a culture that promotes Jesus’ __________ life vision of church. 

25. __________ the future rather than reacting to conditions. 

26. Be proactive rather than passive and lead by __________ rather than fear.
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27. Elders cannot create what they cannot __________ . 

28. Faith is the conviction of things not __________ . 

29. EE’s are the __________ of the 21st century.

30. They define a clear and compelling vision of the __________ .

31. Biblical leadership has less to do with genius than __________ . 

32. Grit is __________ devotion.

33. It is about __________ diligence and staying power.

34. It is attention to __________ and endurance. 

35. What __________ do you want to create for your __________ and families?

36. What future do you want to create for your __________ team?

37. Describe what you want with __________ . 

38. Create a practical __________ to your desired destination. 

39. Consider what is needed to __________ it over time?

40. How would you create __________ families?

41. How would you create __________ leaders?

42. How would you create __________ evangelists?

43. Do not __________ over your choices. 

44. Just do something that moves you __________ . 

45. __________ is the enemy of progress. 

46. Options are __________ . 

47. Overthinking the process is a __________ to progress. 

48. It’s just a __________ . 

49. Trust the __________ . 

50. Trust your __________ . 

51. Trust in __________ . 

52. Stop over-relying on your own __________ . 

53. __________ are the key to progress. 

54. Path 1 is the __________ path.

55. Path 2 is the __________ path.

56. Path 3 is the __________ path.

57. Transformative leaders are driven by __________ fueled by faith 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Answers:
CHAPTER ONE  
1. Servant-hearted


1.  Elder

2.  Overseer

3.  Shepherd


2. Self-controlled

1. Effectiveness

2. Common denominator

3. Honorable, peaceable, useful

4. Influence, control


3. Safe (Trustworthy)

1. Shepherding

2. Teaching

3. Modeling

4. Praying

5. Equipping

6. Planning


4. Selfless (Humble)

1. Impress

2. Timidity

3. Voice, values

4. Church (not your pride)

5. Feedback

6. Talk

7. Spirit

8. Stubborn

9. Strident

10. Gentle, vulnerable

11. Discuss, coach


5.  Healthy

1. Hopeful

2. Loving

3. Empowering


6.  Unhealthy


1. Negative

2. Fearful

3. Controlling


7.  Fruitful

1. Means

2. Eternal

3. Abundant


8. Summarizes

1. Obedience

2. Effectiveness

3. Glory


9.  Peace, joy, trials

1. Best

2. Religion

3. Development, wholeness, 

wellness

10. Earth


1. Intransigence

2. Worldliness, religion

3. Fill, heal, connect


11. Jesus’

1. Beneficial, artificial

2. Impressing, improving


CHAPTER TWO  
1.  Teams


1. Home

2. Canaan

3. Church

4. Congregation


2.  Alike

1. Master

2. Teams

3. Godhead
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3. Bodies

1. Intimately

2. Vital

3. Coordination, harmonious

4. Distinct

5. None, all

6. Complementary

7. Connections


4. Reason

1. Naïveté 

2. Insecurity

3. Vanity


5. Team (plurality)

1. As, in

2. Heart, soul


6. Caring

1. Collective

2. Personal

3. Ground, equip, inspire, coach


7. Holiness, fear

1. Purposeful, pure

2. Wholeheartedness


8. Benefits

1. Bullying

2. Blindspots 

3. Breakdowns

4. Burnout

5. Bailing


9. Spiritual, emotional, relational

1. Culture

2. Spiritual, relational

3. Toxic

4. Safe, connected

5. Inspire, improve


10. Abuse

1. Supportive

2. Coaching


11. Group

1. Team

2. Influence, endurance

3. Egos, agendas, political

4. Together

5. Members

6. Effective, team


CHAPTER THREE  
1.  Lording

2.  Leaders


1. God’s

2. Transforming

3. Improves

4. Others


3. Domineering

1. Paternalistic

2. Infants

3. Inferior

4. Immaturity


4. Overly

1. Manipulate

2. Want

3. Multiple 

4. Patterns


5. Self-diagnose

1. Root

2. Actions

3. Intentions


6. Closed-mindedness

1. Log

2. Hubris

3. Inhibits


7. Entrenches

1. Kind, creative

2. Defensive

3. Appropriate
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8. Prohibition

1. Serve

2. Disconnected, predetermined

3. Otherness, transforming, 

coaching, listening, best, 
respecting, sober-mindedness


4. Change

9. Ethical


1. Expansively

2. Disagreement

3. Feedback

4. Repeat

5. Expert

6. Third-party

7. Expedient


10. Co-opting

1. Admitting

2. Self-honesty

3. Kinder

4. Tenderhearted


11. Inquiry

12. Certainty

13. Types


1. Abuse

2. Abdicate

3. Actualize


CHAPTER FOUR  
1.  Attitudes


1. Members

2. Colleagues

3. Insecurity

4. Control


2. Fear

1. Inaction

2. Distance

3. Possibilities


4. Collegial

3.  Dangers


1. Grow

1. Wise

2. Actions

3. Scaffolding

4. Shaky


2. Hid

1. Zero

2. Purpose

3. Results


4. Valuable

1. Future


1. Positive

2. Worse


2. Adapting

1. Rigid

2. Narrow

3. Confidence

4. Attitude

5. Mastery, ministry

6. Dependence


3. Lead

1. Bold


1. Control, foolish

2. Egos

3. Challenged

4. Guarded


2. Becoming, doing

1. Barrier

2. Apprehension


4. Assessment

1. Lazy

2. Bitterness

3. Limit

4. Execution


5. Environment
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1. Model

2. Growth

3. Atmospheres

4. Disorder

5. Passive

6. Resemblance


6. Suspicion

1. Golden

2. Transparent

3. Humble


CHAPTER FIVE  
1.  Transformational

2. Goals, growth

3. Things, people

4. Main

5. Management

6. Joy

7.  Vision

8. Culture

9. Energizes

10. Drained

11. Repression

12. Bless

13. Liberate

14. Suffocate

15. Aura (vibe)

16. Anxious, ease

17. Uptight, upbeat

18. Critics

19. Least

20. Encourage

21. Potential

22. Dysfunctional

23. Create, tolerate


24. Abundant

25. Create

26. Faith

27. See

28. Seen

29. Seers

30. Future

31. Grit

32. Extreme

33. Due

34. Details

35. Future, flock

36. Leadership

37. Specificity

38. Path

39. Sustain

40. Strong

41. Capable

42. Eager

43. Obsess

44. Forward

45. Perfectionism

46. Endless

47. Roadblock

48. Choice

49. Process

50. People

51. God

52. Wisdom

53. Paths

54. Growth

55. Dream

56. Leadership

57. Dreams 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Biblical Leaders Work in Teams
1. Acts 14.23 - So when they had appointed __________ in 

__________ church...


2. Acts 20.17 - From __________, he sent to __________ and 
called for the elders of the church.


3. Philippians 1.1 - To all the saints in Christ who are in 
Philippi, with the __________ and deacons. 


4. Titus 1.15 - Set in order the things that are lacking, and 
appoint __________ in every city. 


5. James 5.14 - Is anyone among you sick? Let him call for 
the __________ . 


6. 1 Peter 5.1 - The __________ who are among you I exhort. 


What Are Some Benefits of Working in Teams? 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8 Signs You Are Leading
1. Empathy


2. Curiosity


3. Inquiry


4. Courtesy


5. Transparency


6. Humility


7. Equanimity


8. Collegiality


6 Clues You Are Lording
1. Certainty


2. Secrecy


3. Insensitivity


4. Irritability


5. Intensity


6. Frequency 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You May Be Lording If…
Rate Yourself (1 = never, 2 = seldom, 3 = occasionally, 4 = often)


1. Seldom smile 


2. Notice people rarely smile around you


3. Are seldom in doubt


4. Advocate more than inquire


5. Tell more than ask


6. Listen to respond without first seeking to understand


7. Rarely change your mind


8. Over manage details


9. Control versus inspire


10.Attempt to motivate through shame


11.Rant more than reason


12.Threaten rather than appeal


13.Meet with your deacons once or twice a year


14.Seldom meet with members unless there is a problem


15.Must approve every decision


16.Feel a need to modify others’ ideas


17.Manage more than lead


18.Lead more by fear than faith


19.Tolerate an atmosphere of judging and suspicion
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20.Reward critics (squeaky wheels)


21.Are secretive


22.Under-communicate


23.Withhold information


24.Make unilateral decisions


25.Are not vulnerable


26.Think elders are supposed to have all the answers


27.Believe your ideas are usually the best


28.Equate disagreement with disrespect


29.Are driven by hidden agendas rather than shared vision


30.Hate to be pinned down


31.Prefer vagueness to concrete plans


32.Game the decision process by using politics versus persuasion


33.View most decisions as right or wrong or black and white


34.See most decisions as doctrinal tests


35.Typically defend the status quo


36.Criticism makes your stomach hurt


37.Ask others to implement decisions without their feedback


38.Often feel anxious or agitated


39.Are terrified of failure
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The Decision Process

1. How does this compare to the Acts 6 model of solving problems?

2. What keeps good ideas off the table?

3. What are the effects of well-intended close-mindedness?

4. Why is it difficult to overcome? 

5. How could this process work better?

6. How is operational culture like Round Up or Miracle Grow? 

7. How do we make and approve plans for optimal outcomes?

8. How do we process disagreement productively?

9. Why are churches often conflict avoidant? Are we?

10. How do we assess idea execution gaps?  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Decide Weigh

Execute

Predictable

Responses

Suboptimal

Results

Relational 
Consequences

How do we decide?Artificial  
Harmony

Productive 
Disagreement

Chart by Aubrey Johnson

Closed System
Minimal

• Input

• Exploration

• Explanation

• Modification

   Light bulbs inside circles represent untapped information, ideas & options.

Blue = Elders

Green = Deacons

Red = Ministers

Pink = Secretary

More honesty & inquiry are needed to generate optimal ideas & outcomes.
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The Ideal Growth Climate
For Creating Biblical Change 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CREATING AND SUSTAINING BIBLICAL CHANGE IN THE CHURCH

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

1. Leaders get what they create and tolerate. (Gal 6.7-10) 
2. Effective leaders protect and promote the church’s vision. (John 10.10) 

a. They lead by faith rather than by fear. 
b. They are active rather than passive. 
c. They create the future rather than reacting to conditions.  

3. Leaders cannot create what they cannot see. (Heb 11.1) 
a. They define a clear and compelling vision. 
b. They create working memory to hold the vision.  
c. They create structure to execute the vision.  
d. They create culture to sustain the vision.  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Spiritual Growth Gridiron  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Sowing the Life of Your Dreams
Seed questions sharpen vision. 

1. What would you like to reap (have, do, or be)?

2. Why do you want this (list and rank reasons)? 

3. How will it look and feel to succeed (be graphic)?

4. What seeds will it require (thoughts, words, and deeds)?

Sower questions encourage action.
1. Do you accept full responsibility for the life you create?

2. Will you give up blaming, complaining, and explaining?

3. How will you sow more regularly? Lavishly? Fervently?

4. What will you sow today to reach your goal?

Soil questions focus attention.
1. What truth are you refusing to see or hear?

2. What limiting belief is wilting your commitment?

3. What weed-like distraction is choking your dream?

4. Are you settling or stretching?

Sickle questions strengthen determination.
1. What will your goal cost you?

2. What challenges do you foresee?

3. Are you prepared to pay the price (persevere)?

4. Are the seeds you sow consistent with your desire?  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Understanding Church 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Aubrey Johnson Understanding Church Effective Elders



1. Red - God the Father, Son and Spirit Lead the Church


1. Their Work Is Saving Souls, Shaping Lives and Supporting Growth

2. Their Means Are the Cross, the Word and the Church


2. Blue - Assistant Leaders Are Elders, Also Called Overseers and Shepherds

1. "Elders" Lead by Promoting Vision and Protecting Values (They Are Seers)

2. "Overseers" Manage by Providing Structure and Stability (They Are Stabilizers)

3. "Shepherds’ Coach by Personally Guiding and Guarding (They Are Supporters)


3. Gold - Deacons, Teachers, Ministers, and Staff Are the Elders’ Inner Circle of Success

4. Green - Mature Members Consistently Give, Serve and Share Their Faith (The 20%)

5. Pink -  Developing Members Learn, Worship, Fellowship and Grow (The 80%)

6. Aqua - Growth occurs in an environment of faith, hope, and love that inspires and attracts


Notes:


Map Your Present See Your Future Plan Your Path
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• Jesus came so lost people can have eternal life 

and saved people can have abundant life 


• Jesus’ teaching produces faith; His promises 

inspire hope; His life models love


• Jesus’ assistants are bold visionaries, careful 

administrators, and practical helpers


• Jesus’ church grounds and grows saints (she 

educates, equips, exhorts, and encourages) 


• Jesus’ followers make disciples by sharing the 
gospel and modeling abundant life 

• Jesus’ followers glorify God through holiness, 

faithfulness, and goodness  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Types of Elders

1. The Aggressive Elder


2. The Angry Elder


3. The Anxious Elder


4. The Apathetic Elder


5. The Affable Elder


6. The Aligned Elder 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Hot Buttons
Unifying the leadership team may be the most important thing elders do for 
their congregation. When emotional issues threaten to divide leaders, 
focusing on things held in common can allow time for healing and bonding.

Rather than disbanding the team, have each elder name one "hot-button 
topic"* he would like to see tabled for the next 12 months. A hot-button 
topic is an issue that is highly emotional and polarizing. Postponing 
discussions of these items will allow you to get closer and stronger so you 
will be prepared to deal with them at a later time. It is not evasion but 
sequencing or scheduling.

Make a list of the topics chosen by the group and agree to set them aside 
for now. Spend the next 12 months engaging in a series of activities 
designed to build connection through deeper understanding of each other. 
After a year is up, do not reintroduce more than one hot-button topic at a 
time and then by mutual agreement. When you address a hot-button topic, 
choose a way forward and support it wholeheartedly. Work your plan and 
do not revisit it for at least another year. Thoughtfully adjusting a plan is 
constructive. Habitually second guessing plans is counterproductive to 
results and relationships. 
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I Concur
Would you like to cut meeting times in half? That may be an exaggeration, 
but maybe not when you employ this simple time saving tactic. In the 
discussion phase prior to making a decision, resist the temptation to 
weigh in with reminiscences and personal stories (e.g. “That reminds me 
of a time when . . .”) If you are in agreement with the group or presenter 
and have nothing of real value to add to the discussion, just say “I concur.” 
If something needs to be said, by all means say it, but if you are just 
agreeing, keep it to a minimum. Ask, “Am I adding value or postponing the 
inevitable?” There is a place for small talk when meetings get underway, 
but when it is time to get down to business, be strategic rather than 
indulging your stream of consciousness. Be brief! Do you concur? 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End Detours
When anyone displays a behavior that could undermine a meeting, other 
members of the group are encouraged to speak up and say the word 
"detour.” This efficiently redirects the meeting back on course. 

If a speaker challenges the assessment as unwarranted, all group 
members must indicate whether they consider the behavior (speech, 
demeanor, or action) appropriate. If a majority believe it is a detour, the 
speaker will honor the group decision for the sake of unity and progress 
even though he and others may not agree. Each elder will welcome 
feedback from his peers and gratefully accept attempts to redirect and 
elevate meeting behavior to produce a godly culture and great meeting 
results. 

The word “delightful!” can also be used as shorthand to affirm positive 
meeting practices (e.g. the willingness to respectfully explore disagreement 
or use more inquiry than advocacy).

Optional - Schedule a time (not during the regular weekly meeting) to 
discuss meeting protocol. Each elder will share two things he likes about 
the way meetings are currently conducted and two things he would 
like not to occur at future elders' meetings (see examples below). If 
supported by a majority of the group, the inappropriate behavior is 
conscientiously avoided in meetings going forward. Compile and distribute 
the list of items that are encouraged and discouraged. The list of meeting 
“detours” and “delights” forms a living document that can be modified as 
desired. Revisit the document annually to assess progress (do this 
quarterly if meeting culture is in need of significant change). Over time, 
explicit expectations combined with good-natured accountability should 
make meetings more pleasant and effective for everyone.  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Detour Examples (non-shepherd-like or unhelpful meeting behaviors):

1. Side conversations
2. Distractions (unrelated calls, texting, emailing, browsing, etc.)

3. Interrupting other speakers
4. Changing the subject before business is concluded (going off topic)

5. Gossiping (speaking disparagingly of someone absent)
6. Slander (making false statements that injure someone's reputation)

7. Judging (assuming to know motives or intentions; believing the worst)
8. Abusive language (insults, name-calling, epithets, ridicule)

9. Ranting (long-winded, impassioned, tedious negativity)
10. Bigotry (contempt for other races, genders, classes, and viewpoints)

11. Universalizing (you always, you never, every time, a million times)
12. Exaggerating (overstating facts to create bias in your favor)

13. Overreacting (responding more intensely or emotionally than justified)
14. Yelling (raising the voice to intimidate or dominate)

15. Sarcasm (inappropriate joking about serious or sensitive matters)
16. Complaining (habitual griping rather than problem solving)

17. Blaming (deflecting responsibility through habitual criticism)
18. Defeatism (excessive anticipation of bad outcomes; hopelessness)

19. Close-mindedness (unwillingness to consider others' ideas or views)
20. Payback (retaliation for perceived injustices; revenge; gotcha)

21. Negativity - Assuming the worst without focusing on what you control
22. Verbosity (speaking longer than needed to make a point)

Humility and trust are keys to improving meetings. Welcome feedback! 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Select Verses Referencing Elders
Acts 

11:30 

14.21-23 

15.1-32 

16.4 

20.17-38 

21.17-26 

Philippians 

1.1 

1 Thessalonians  

5.12-13 

1 Timothy 

3.1-13 

4.13-14 

5.17-18 

5.19-20 

Titus 

1.5-16 

James 

5.13-16 

1 Peter 

5.1-4 
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Insecurity and Ineffectiveness 
Most people feel inadequate in some part of their lives, yet they cope reasonably well. Through 
honesty, improvement, and compensation, they live meaningful, joyful lives. However, 
pervasive insecurity is another matter. When doubts become the driving force of your life, it 
interferes with personal growth, group progress, and healthy relationships. Rather than feeling 
vulnerable in an isolated area, the insecure person feels deficient overall, and his quiet suffering 
plays out in destructive ways. Overly sensitive and cautious, he is a slave to habituated worry 
and its delusions. 


When a deeply insecure man is elevated to a position of leadership, it exacerbates the problem 
by giving him additional stress and responsibility for which he is not suited. His negativity may 
be disguised as prudence and his reflexive thinking can be masked as thoughtfulness, but in 
reality, he lacks self-awareness and sober-mindedness. More than personally debilitating, his 
insecurity endangers those he attempts to lead. Insecurity creates a toxic environment that can 
alienate or suffocate those who are more spiritually developed and emotionally balanced. 
Mature members feel confused and question why they don’t fit in. They wonder, “What’s wrong 
with me?” Over time, they realize they were caught in the vortex of an unsafe soul.


Even sadder, there is little hope of improvement for the church overall since a church cannot be 
healthier than the leaders she chooses. Dysfunction abounds because everything is organized 
to prop up the ego of the insecure leader. In the name of love, peace, and unity, other leaders 
enable the unhealthy leader’s behavior. The way forward is to engage in courageous, honest, 
respectful dialogue. 


Introversion is not the same as insecurity. Introversion is an inclination. Insecurity is a spiritual 
illness evidencing a lack of faith in God, hope in the future, and love of others. Resulting 
feelings of inadequacy lead to unethical ways of coping such as judgment, cynicism, and 
resistance to change. Defense mechanisms fragment the soul and the church.


Character traits of an insecure leader include excessive fear and an aversion to risk. He seldom 
leaves his comfort zone and rarely for long. Consequently, he approaches  situations with the 
unconscious goal of preserving his fragile ego. The filter of fear skews his sense of reality and, 
thus, his willingness to engage people and life (Matthew 25.25). More than reserved, he is 
emotionally closed off, especially to those he cannot sway. More than cautious, he prefers the 
status quo and tends to frame inaction as virtuous. Proposals for change may be viewed as 
personal attacks and criticisms of his past performance.
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Followers feel confused and troubled due to lack of consistent timely progress. Rather than a 
facilitator who makes work easier, he slows headway and makes advancement harder than 
necessary. He externalizes blame for problems created by his own intransigence and passive 
aggressiveness (“See, I told you so”). Foot dragging and subtle finger pointing are among the 
highly refined and artfully employed skills of the anxious obstructionist.


An insecure leader is addicted to control. Seeing threats everywhere, the only way to manage 
his fear is to accumulate more control. Should he delegate, he holds the reigns tightly for fear 
of failure, or worse yet, being shown up. He finds it difficult to nurture and affirm others though 
he may effusively praise the obsequious. 


A man unconsciously obsessed with his status does not intend harm, but he limits the growth 
of saints and the church as a whole. Consequently, he is unworthy of trust as a leader. 
Misplaced confidence in his leadership guarantees dysfunction, and institutional co-
dependency perpetuates congregational decline. The hindrance to health and growth is 
systemic rather than strategic. An unhealthy leader cannot develop a healthy church. At best, 
he is a bottleneck. At worst, he is a bully and a bad example. 


Insecure leaders convince others their fear-based approach to leadership is wise and 
beneficial. To gain sympathy and support, they portray themselves as more concerned about 
the church and the Bible than others. They demonize or marginalize those who do not 
subscribe to their tactics of negativity and suspicion. Success is measured in personal wins 
and losses built on powerful, often unseen, coalitions. 


The answer to insecurity is to grow in love. Let down your walls and open your heart. The 
gospel is a call to the love-based life. It is savoring and sharing the love of God. When you are 
secure in God’s love, you become a more loving person. When you love yourself, you begin to 
love others without the interference of insecurity (Matthew 22.39). Do not overlook the far 
reaching implications of love. It will improve the quality of your life and increase the power of 
your influence.


Jesus called out autocratic leaders for abusing power and exploiting followers (Matthew 23). 
Church leadership is not for the emotionally immature, spiritually stunted, or dangerously 
defensive (Mark 10.42-45). The leaders Jesus envisioned are men who serve rather than 
control; Who unleash potential rather than stifle it (1 Peter 5.1-3). They are positive, confident, 
yet humble men who believe in the future and bring out the best in people (1 Corinthians 13.7). 
Like Paul, they lead by faith, hope, and love (1 Corinthians 13.4). Such men are worthy of trust 
and deserving of respect (1 Thessalonians 5.12-13). But beware the insecure “leader.” 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Effective Elder Assessment
For __________________ (name) ________________ (date) 

Honesty is essential to the value of this tool. If you want the truth, tell the truth. 

Rank Yourself or Your Colleague (1 = low, 10 = high) 

Temperate  - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 + ...................................................................................

Team Player   - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 + ...............................................................................

Tenderhearted   - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 + ............................................................................

Transparent   - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 + ................................................................................

Transformative   - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 + ...........................................................................

Evaluator __________________ 

Work Area 

My Strength Areas: 

My Growth Areas: 

My Growth Plan: 

Quarterly Follow-Up ________________ (date) 

Temperate  - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 + ...................................................................................

Team Player   - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 + ...............................................................................

Tenderhearted   - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 + ............................................................................

Transparent   - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 + ................................................................................

Transformative   - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 + ...........................................................................

My Progress: 

My Growth Plan: 
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Aubrey’s Books
Consider One Another 

The Best Husband Ever 

God’s Game Plan 

The Seed Principle 

Love More Sin Less 

Spiritual Patriots 

Music Matters 

Renewing Your Spiritual Life 

The Barnabas Factor 

Dynamic Deacons 

The Deacon’s Wife 

Successful Shepherds 

Coming Soon - Effective Elders 

Aubrey’s Seminars
Dynamic Deacons 

Effective Elders  

Successful Shepherds 

Organized Overseers 

Be Better Weekend 

The Best Marriage Ever 

Get Fit: Church Growth through Church Health
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